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Abstract
Oncoplastic surgery provides breast cancer patients with greater aesthetic satisfaction without compromising disease-free
survival or overall survival rate. Large volume displacement oncoplastic surgical techniques have become increasingly
popular as a strategy for improving aesthetic outcomes and extending the option of breast conservation therapy. They often
involve breast reduction or mastopexy reconstructive techniques to facilitate resection of large breast volumes on the side of
the breast cancer and accompanied with symmetry contralateral breast reductions or mastopexies. However, dissection of
large volume displacement oncoplastic surgical specimens presents unique challenges. Compared with traditional
mastectomy specimens, they are relatively complicated, which requires the pathologist to understand the surgical procedure
and the anatomy of the specimens. Given this, we introduce the standard anatomical and terminological description for the
breast pathologic specimens of five large volume displacement oncoplastic surgical techniques commonly performed in our
institution for breast cancer management. The individual surgical specimen is composed of one or several components,
which include lateral wall, superior keyhole, medial wall, lateral wing, inferior pole, and medial wing. We also present
specimen documentation and sectioning procedures used in our institution. The advantages for the patient provided by large
volume reduction oncoplastic surgery must be supported by proper evaluation of the surgical pathology specimen.
Therefore, we recommend that each section taken from the oncoplastic specimen be labeled as to its specific location in the
specimen components. Standardized nomenclature and technique will assist pathologists in accurately evaluating the surgical
margins.

Introduction

Breast cancer has been the most frequently diagnosed
cancer among women for decades; ~12.3% of women will
be diagnosed with breast cancer at some point during their
lifetime [1]. Surgical management of breast cancer has
trended away from radical mastectomy toward breast-
conserving techniques. Oncoplastic surgery has steadily
gained popularity, initially in Europe where it was first
described, and more recently in the United States where it
continues to increase in popularity with increasing

representation in the breast cancer surgical literature [2].
Oncoplastic surgery provides patients with greater aesthetic
satisfaction without compromising disease-free survival or
overall survival rate [3, 4]. Large volume displacement
oncoplastic surgery is the excision of a large lumpectomy
and subsequent manipulation of local breast tissue, often
using a breast lift or breast reduction plastic surgery design
to reconstruct the void of tissue created by the large lum-
pectomy. Often a contralateral symmetry breast lift is nee-
ded so that the aesthetic and functional outcome of both
breasts is optimized [5]. Multiple oncoplastic techniques
have been developed as oncoplastic breast-conserving sur-
gery was introduced by Audretsch in 1998 [6–8]. Large
volume displacement oncoplastic surgical techniques are
associated with high rates of successful breast conservation
and low rates of required re-excisions compared with
standard lumpectomy [4, 9]. In the suitable breast cancer
patient, oncoplastic surgery has also shown to be cost-
effective [10]. It has become increasingly popular as a
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strategy for improving aesthetic outcomes and extending the
option of breast conservation therapy [11]. These multi-
faceted benefits with oncoplastic surgery have led to an
increase in its popularity as a breast conservation option.
Subsequently, rates of oncoplastic surgery in major insti-
tutions have increased and have been reported to be as high
as 34% of all breast conservation operations performed in
institution offering oncoplastic surgery as a breast-
conserving option. [12]

Postoperative pathologic diagnosis of a breast surgical
specimen is usually considered the gold standard to provide
the basis for clinical treatment and management decisions.
Timely and proper gross dissection of oncologic breast
specimens is important for surgical margin evaluation,
tumor grading, staging, biomarker measurement, and che-
motherapeutic regimen selection for breast cancer. How-
ever, dissection of large volume displacement oncoplastic
surgical specimens presents unique challenges. Compared
with traditional mastectomy specimens, they are relatively
complicated; which requires the pathologist to understand
the surgical procedure and the anatomy of the specimens.
Large volume displacement oncoplastic surgery inherently
excises larger volumes of tissue compared with standard
lumpectomy [9]. In addition, the skin incision patterns often
do not overlie the area of cancer leading to further potential
confusion and miscommunication between what the sur-
geon sees and the pathologist perceives. Unfortunately,
there is no literature in pathology systematically describing
breast oncoplastic specimen processing. The growth of
large volume displacement oncoplastic breast surgery
introduces a new class of specimens for pathologists to
evaluate. The traditional approach of serially sectioning a
breast excision or mastectomy specimen has been the
standard approach for evaluating the tumor and the surgical
margins. This works very well for specimens, which can be
easily oriented and the margins clearly defined as to their
anatomic location. However, many of the specimens gen-
erated from breast oncoplastic surgery have unique shapes
and some may consist of multiple parts that may or may not
be contiguous with one another. Consequently, pathologists
must now become familiar with this class of breast speci-
mens and develop a consistent strategy for their pathologic
examination in addition to communicating with the onco-
plastic surgeon with regards to the orientation of the spe-
cimen(s). The first step is for pathologists to learn the proper
nomenclature for the various oncoplastic specimens and
their components and then to adopt uniform procedures for
evaluating the tumor and surgical margins and documenting
the location of histologic sections. Therefore, our goal is to:
[1] describe the standard anatomy and terminology for the
breast pathologic specimens of large volume oncoplastic
surgeries performed at our institution; [2] describe the
procedure for processing large volume displacement

oncoplastic specimens; [3] discuss outcomes from our large
volume displacement oncoplastic single institution registry
highlighting the importance of specimen processing.

Herein, we describe the most common large volume
displacement oncoplastic surgeries performed at our insti-
tution. These are well documented in the breast oncology
and plastic surgery literature when discussing oncoplastic
surgery. The surgical terminology used in the descriptions
within this paper are found in the general breast recon-
structive literature [4, 6, 8, 13–17]. We also propose a
standard approach to process these oncoplastic breast
specimens.

Understanding the individual surgical
procedure and pathologic specimens

There are five large volume displacement oncoplastic sur-
gical techniques commonly performed in our institution for
breast cancer management. Each technique inherently has
[1] a pedicle design, which designates how blood is sup-
plied to the nipple areola complex, and [2] a skin pattern
design that describes the type of incision pattern that would
facilitate a breast lift or reduction.

Superior pedicle circumvertical skin incision pattern
oncoplastic surgery

The superior pedicle designates the (Fig. 1a) blood supply
to the nipple areola complex to come from mostly the
thoracoacromial and lateral thoracic branches [18]. The
circumvertical skin incision pattern appears as a “snowman”
design with the superior circle just above the nipple areola
complex and the inferior circle encompassing the region of
the inferior pole that is to be excised. The superior circle is
de-epithelialized with the nipple areola complex eventually
pulled superiorly and the lateral and medial walls brought
inferiorly and centrally to fill in the region of the inferior
circle hence giving the patient a breast lift. The breast
specimen is derived from the inferior portion of the breast
and is termed an inferior pole specimen. The superior
margin of this specimen is therefore adjacent to the inferior
edge of the pedicle.

Superomedial pedicle circumvertical skin incision
pattern oncoplastic surgery

The superomedial pedicle designates the blood supply to
(Fig. 1b) the nipple areola complex to come from internal
mammary perforators [18]. The circumvertical skin incision
pattern appears as a snowman design with the superior
circle just above the nipple areola complex and the inferior
circle encompassing the region of the inferior pole that is to
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be excised. The superomedial pedicle is de-epithelialized
around the nipple areola complex. Part of the lateral wall,
the inferior pole, and part of the superior keyhole are
regions of tissue that are excised. Finally, the lateral and
medial walls are brought inferiorly and centrally and the
superomedial pedicle with the nipple areola complex is
moved superiorly into the superior keyhole defect. The
resulting specimen, taken from middle to inferior portion of
the breast, has three components including superior key-
hole, lateral wall, and inferior pole. The superior margin is
the edge of the keyhole and the middle part of medial
margin is adjacent to the pedicle.

Superomedial pedicle inverted-T (Wise) skin incision
pattern oncoplastic surgery

Wise-pattern breast reduction remains the most popular
(Fig. 2a) method of performing moderate- to large-sized
breast reductions in the United States [19]. The super-
omedial pedicle designates the blood supply to the nipple
areola complex to come from internal mammary perforators
[18]. The inverted-T skin incision pattern appears as a semi-
circle above the nipple areola complex with wings spread-
ing inferiorly and laterally. The superomedial pedicle is de-
epithelialized around the nipple areola complex. Part of the
lateral wall, the inferior pole, and part of the superior key-
hole are regions of tissue that are excised. Finally, the lateral

and medial walls brought inferiorly and centrally and the
superomedial pedicle with the nipple areola complex is
brought superiorly into the superior keyhole defect. The
breast specimen is from the lateral-inferior-medial portion
of the breast in addition to the superior keyhole; it is
composed of five components including superior keyhole,
lateral wall, lateral wing, inferior pole, and medial wing.
The medial part of superior margin is adjacent to the pedicle
and the lateral part of superior margin is the edge of the
keyhole.

Extended superomedial pedicle inverted-T (Wise)
skin pattern oncoplastic surgery

The vertical scar superior-medial pedicle reduction (Fig. 2b)
pattern is a versatile oncoplastic technique that allows
breast tissue rearrangement for various tumor locations [20].
From a surgical technique standpoint, this is identical
to the superomedial pedicle inverted-T skin incision pattern
oncoplastic surgery except that the inferior pole is also
included and de-epithelialized with the superomedial
pedicle. Typically, this additional tissue is rotated
into the upper outer quadrant where a large lumpectomy is
performed first and the extended superomedial pedicle
fills the void created. The breast specimen consists of a
medial part and a lateral part. The medial part is composed
of medial wing; and the lateral part is composed of three

Fig. 1 Breast specimens of circumvertical skin incision pattern. The
skin excision patterns are represented on the breast drawing by dotted
lines. a superior pedicle circumvertical skin incision pattern. The
shaded de-epithelialized area surrounding the nipple areola is not part
of the surgical specimen. The single specimen is from the inferior pole
with its superior edge representing the inferior margin of the pedicle. b

superomedial pedicle circumvertical skin incision pattern. The surgical
specimen has its three contiguous components (superior keyhole, lat-
eral wall, inferior pole) in a single specimen. The pedicle margins are
represented by the inferior edge of the superior keyhole, the medial
edge of the lateral wall, and the superior edge of the inferior pole. No
pathologic specimen is sent from pedicle
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components including part of the superior keyhole, lateral
wall, and lateral wing. The superior margin of lateral part is
the edge of the keyhole. The medial margin of lateral part
and the lateral margin of medial part are adjacent to the
pedicle.

Inferior pedicle inverted-T (Wise) skin pattern
oncoplastic surgery

The inferior pedicle designates the blood supply to the
nipple areola complex (Fig. 2c) to come from intercostal
artery perforators [18]. The inverted-T skin incision pattern
appears as a semi-circle above the nipple areola complex

with wings spreading inferiorly and laterally. The inferior
pedicle is de-epithelialized around and inferior to the nipple
areola complex. The lateral wing, superior keyhole, and
medial wing are regions of tissue that are excised. Finally,
the lateral and medial walls are brought inferiorly and
centrally and the inferior pedicle with the nipple areola
complex is moved superiorly into the superior keyhole
defect. The breast specimen is from the lateral to medial
portion of the breast; it is composed of five components
including lateral wing, lateral wall, superior keyhole, medial
wall, and medial wing. The middle part of superior margin
is the edge of the keyhole and the middle part of inferior
margin is adjacent to the pedicle.

Fig. 2 Breast specimens of inverted-T (Wise) skin pattern. a super-
omedial pedicle inverted-T (Wise) skin incision pattern. All five
components are contiguous in a single specimen. b extended super-
omedial pedicle inverted-T (Wise) skin pattern. The medial wing is
received as a separate specimen and its lateral edge is related to the

medial aspect of the inferior pole. c inferior pedicle inverted-T (Wise)
skin pattern. All components of the specimen are contiguous. The blue
area on the skin surface is the sentinel lymph node dye injection site.
The tumor is located in this region and the medial aspect of the lateral
wing is the margin against the inferior pedicle
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Summary of the specimens

The location of the tumor is the most important factor in
choosing a surgical technique and a pedicle location. An
inferiorly based pedicle is used if the tumor is located in the
upper breast, and the superiorly based pedicle is used if it is
located in the lower breast [13]. However, no matter what
surgical techniques are chosen, the surgical specimen is
always composed of one or several components of lateral wall,
superior keyhole, medial wall, lateral wing, inferior pole, and
medial wing. The surgeon should ideally do his best to send
specimens in continuity including the skin to make it easier
upon the pathologist to understand tissue orientation relative to
the area of cancer. Nevertheless, specimens may come in
separate pieces and using the standard terminology to describe
the oncoplastic specimen creates a common language
decreasing misunderstanding between the breast cancer treat-
ment team members. Breast tumor can be located in any of
those components. The individual components and their
relationship to the breast are illustrated in Fig. 3. We recom-
mend that each section taken from the oncoplastic specimen
should be labeled by its location within those components.

Specimen receipt and documentation

The pathologic examination of large volume reduction
oncoplastic surgical specimens can be more complicated

than that for simple breast excisions and mastectomies.
Oncoplastic specimens generally have irregular shapes and
the skin excision patterns are often more complicated than
those encountered in conventional oncologic breast excision
specimens. Many oncoplastic specimens have multiple
components that are related to one another anatomically
(Fig. 3). Therefore, the initial step in evaluating an onco-
plastic specimen is to confirm the nomenclature. A large
volume displacement oncoplastic breast specimen is defined
by the design of the skin excision and the location of the
vascular pedicle remaining in the breast, which provides
perfusion to the nipple areola complex (Figs. 1 and 2). The
type of specimen must be confirmed by inspection and by
communication with the surgeon before proceeding with
dissection and sectioning. The simplest specimen is termed
an “inferior pole excision” from superior pedicle cir-
cumvertical skin incision pattern that is associated with a
superior pedicle (Fig. 1a). Note that the skin surrounding
the nipple areola is removed separately in order to facilitate
final closure of the incisions and provide a breast lift.
Fig. 2a illustrates the “inverted-T (Wise) pattern” excision
with a superomedial pedicle. This example illustrates all of
the components within a single specimen. Inferior pedicle
excisions may be accomplished with either separate speci-
mens or by a single specimen (Fig. 2b,c). In either case, the
pedicle separates the medial and lateral wings and the
superior keyhole is connected to the inferior portions of the
specimen by medial and/or lateral walls.

Once the identity and nomenclature of the specimen is
confirmed, locating the precise tumor site is the next step. A
specimen radiograph generally accompanies the primary
excision specimen and must be reviewed to be certain that
the images are consistent with the specimen (Fig. 4). The
localizing guide wire (in this example of a left breast spe-
cimen) may still be in the specimen or may have been
removed prior to delivery to pathology. In many cases, a
hypodermic needle has been placed in the specimen by the
radiologist in order to guide the pathologist to the target
lesion. If a biopsy site clip is visible in the specimen
radiograph, its location will generally correspond to the
guide needle placed by the radiologist. Any uncertainty
regarding these features within the specimen must be
resolved with the surgeon and radiologist before proceeding
with specimen dissection. This communication, especially
with large volume displacement oncoplastic surgical spe-
cimens, cannot be understated as miscommunication with
regards to orientation can lead unnecessary completion
mastectomy outcomes especially if positive margins are
present.

At this point, the specimen margins are inked and the
specimen is photographed. Photographic documentation of
the specimen is strongly recommended before dissection.
This provides a reference for the relationship of the primary

Fig. 3 The individual components of oncoplastic volume displacement
breast specimens and their relationship to the breast
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specimen to the in vivo vascular pedicle and to additional
specimens generated by the surgical procedure. The pho-
tograph also provides a template for a printed or a drawn
diagram for documenting the location of histologic sections
during microscopic evaluation of the case. A sample dia-
gram for documenting the section location is illustrated in
Fig. 5.

Sectioning the specimen

With the target (tumor) site identified, its location in the
specimen should be described precisely. Depending on the
specimen pattern, the tumor location may include any of the
following: superior keyhole; lateral wing; medial wing;
inferior pole; and more rarely the medial or lateral walls. It
is essential to identify the margin nearest the tumor with
particular attention paid to margins abutting the vascular
pedicle remaining in the breast. This determines how the
specimen will be sectioned with the focus on preserving
the relationship of the tumor to critical margins. Most often,
the specimen is sectioned into consecutive slices for
visualizing the tumor; however, the direction of the slices
may vary in different regions of the specimen. This places
emphasis on the need for photographs and section maps to
provide critical documentation of section locations.

Taking sections of the tumor with margins must be done
with precise description of the location of the sections. In
general, most or all of the tumor tissue is submitted for
histologic examination and, where possible, it is best to
include at least the periphery of the tumor with the nearest
margin. It is essential to sample the specimen thoroughly

along margins that abut the vascular pedicle. These sections
should be clearly defined by their location (e.g., “medial
margin of lateral wall” or “inferior margin of superior key-
hole”, etc.) so that the surgeon can be informed of the
precise location in the event of a close or positive margin.

The large mass of many oncoplastic specimens requires
that sections be focused on the tumor and nearest margin.
Even if the gross tumor is not close to the pedicle, it is
recommended that tissue abutting the pedicle is thoroughly
sectioned to minimize the chance of missing occult invasive
or intraductal carcinoma. Sampling tissue from components
of the procedure that do not contain tumor is focused on
margins related to tumor-containing components and to the
pedicle. Otherwise tissue sampling is similar to that which
is done in breast quadrants remote from the tumor in con-
ventional mastectomies. Most oncoplastic procedures are
accompanied by a contralateral symmetry mastopexy spe-
cimen. The pathologic evaluation for these specimens is
performed in the same manner as any contralateral breast
specimen in a woman with known breast cancer. The need
for follow-up surgical management depends largely on the
status of the margins. Future studies evaluating the outcome
of large volume oncoplastic breast surgery will be aided by
the use of standardized protocols for margin assessment.

Summary

Our goal in this review was to introduce anatomic termi-
nology known to the breast surgeon; hence spreading and
sharing oncoplastic descriptions to the pathology commu-
nity. With the increasing spread of oncoplastic surgery in

Fig. 4 Oncoplastic breast
specimen a and accompanying
specimen radiograph b. This
specimen is from a left breast
extended superomedial pedicle
inverted-T (Wise) skin pattern
oncoplastic excision and
contains a contiguous superior
keyhole, lateral wall, and a small
lateral wing. The localization
wire and a needle placed by the
radiologist are in the superior
keyhole and identify the tumor
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the United States, it is imperative for pathologists to have a
clear understanding how an oncoplastic specimen may
present and what a breast oncoplastic surgeon may need to
know with regard to positive margins. The procedures
presented in this paper highlight and describe one reason-
able way to document large volumen breast oncoplastic
specimens and call attention to the critical need for com-
municating promptly with the breast surgeon when any
uncertainty arises when assessing an oncoplastic specimen.

The gross examination of breast specimens has been
evolving over the past few decades. Accurate gross exam-
ination now often relies on the cooperation of pathologists,
radiologists, and surgeons [21]. Understanding the correct
anatomy and orientation of the breast specimens is very
important information to provide the pathologists for iden-
tifying and inking the specimen margins. Most breast spe-
cimens are oriented by the surgeon. This is usually done by

placing two perpendicular sutures on the specimen (e.g.,
short suture—superior, long suture—lateral). In large
volume displacement oncoplastic surgery, accurately
locating the margin of each section is essential for patient
care especially in the setting of a positive margin where
clear understanding regarding location of this positive
margin could make the difference between a re-excision
partial mastectomy versus a completion mastectomy.

The advantages for the patient provided by large volume
reduction oncoplastic surgery must not be compromised by
improper evaluation of the surgical pathology specimen.
When the final closure of the surgical incisions is accom-
plished, regions of the breast that were previously distant
from one another are now in apposition to one another. It is
essential that the tissue margins forming the edges of such
closures have been adequately and precisely evaluated in
the event a positive margin is found. The amount and
location of residual tumor is crucial information for the
surgeon in determining the need for further surgical or
radiation therapy. Such a decision ultimately rests on the
pathologist’s determination of the presence of tumor and
documentation of tumor location in the histologic sections.
Although oncoplastic breast specimens can be more com-
plex than conventional breast excisions, the principles of
pathologic examination remain the same. What differs with
oncoplastic specimens is that the pathologist must use
standard specimen nomenclature and anatomic orientation
when identifying and reporting the pathologic findings. We
have found that the most important factor for facilitating the
pathologic evaluation and processing of oncoplastic breast
specimens is unambiguous communication with the surgeon
from the beginning so that the type of specimen(s) and the
orientation is confirmed. Such communication possibly
expands surgical options when the unfortunate circum-
stances of positive margins occur. Historically, positive
margins (no tumor on ink for invasive breast cancer [22];
< 2 mm for ductal carcinoma in situ [23]) in oncoplastic
surgery meant that the patient subsequently underwent a
completion mastectomy [15]. With clear understandings in
specimen orientation and processing, modern oncoplastic
surgical options when met with positive margins may pro-
vide an option for additional shaved margin(s) and possibly
still allowing the breast cancer patient the breast conserva-
tion option assuming the patient has enough breast tissue for
additional shaved margins [24, 25]. Clearly, the patholo-
gist’s role is central to this process. Our objective is to
introduce the standard surgical nomenclature for oncoplas-
tic breast specimens to pathologists, propose guidelines for
evaluation of these specimens, and to promote their incor-
poration into surgical pathology reports (Table 1). Hope-
fully, our experience with these specimens will provide
basic working guidelines for their handling and evaluation
and for instructing pathologists in training.

Fig. 5 The specimen is an inferior pole oncoplastic specimen with a
localization wire and sentinel lymph node dye injection site. An
accompanying hand-drawn diagram is illustrative of how sections
taken for microscopic examination may be documented
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Table 1 Pathologic examination of breast large volume oncoplastic surgical specimens

1 Confirm specimen nomenclature, orientation, and tumor location by direct communication with the surgeon and review of specimen
radiographs.

2 Ink margins and photograph specimen(s).

3 Locate tumor/target lesion and determine optimal sectioning for margin evaluation; pay close attention to margins related to pedicle.

4 Document location of histologic sections on photographic print or drawn section map.

5 Use standardized specimen nomenclature in the surgical pathology report; especially when identifying and reporting margins.
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